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1: Nina's Berliner Burgers + A Giveaway - Making Thyme for Health
I go to Italy frequently, have only been to Germany once so far. I think the countries you know better give you the
opportunity to travel less expensively - you develop a method for finding good, reasonably priced food, you learn what
the star system means for hotels, you can figure out transportation, etc.

So just why maybe perhaps maybe maybe not get together for some amazing location toprofess love that is
eternal one another? Furthermore, if you will find places in the Earth because if created because of it. So now,
we shall record many of the most intimate Cities in the global globe, you start withâ€¦ Rome The very first in
the list is Rome, probably the most intimate cities that are european. The city that is eternal ready the
memorable experience for every loving set, somebody may wish to simply walk in conjunction through the
roadsseeing history that is ancient appreciate the magnificent views of Rome through the park of Villa
Pamphia. Other people may wish to observe all of the rituals for fans, including coins that are throwing the
Trevi Fountain, perhaps one of the most intimate places in Italy, and revel in Roman breaks. The city that is
port been at risk of adventurism, from here fearless merchants that are medieval down for great voyages, right
right here showed up the very first curiosities, spices and, finally, chocolate! Additionally, the connoisseurs
for the Gothic design in architecture will rejoice during the sight of: It is possible to visit some of the resorts
for this hospitable town, such as for instance Tivoli Lisboa, that is in the primary road of Lisbon, Avenida
Liberalda. They enjoy a love that is fabulous in Los Angeles Glace, a confectionery where in actuality the
Andersen that is great liked go. It really is really among the best unexplored cities that are romantic European
countries. Barcelona The town provides to be able to permanently find or lose your spouse. Wandering the
cobweb associated with roads associated with Gothic quarter, if desired, you can simply wander off. And also
to have some fun in countless restaurants and cafes, it is possible to see classic shops individually. They state
it was right right here that the spouses delivered their final farewell kisses to those condemned to death. This
can be really one of the very intimate towns in Spain. Palermo For all to whom Paris and Rome look like
ordinary urban centers, Palermo will assist to obtain brand new experiences. The main city of Sicily is a city
that is glorious one of the most extremely intimate towns in Italy, yet very little people see it due to appeal,
since every person would go to Rome, Milan etc. It really is a fantastic blunder to dismiss it. The absolute
most interesting areas of Ballaro, Vucciria, the mosaic-decorated Cathedral of Montreal, the Mundello beach
that is famous will show that Palermo is simply the most cities that are beautiful. Stunning views and food
saturated in aphrodisiacs is going to do their task, switching the week-end as a magical period of passion
within the Italian outback. Kosice Kosice is just one of the biggest urban centers in Slovakia also to be much
more accurate, The second city that is largest following the money Bratislava by having a populace of simply
over thousand individuals. We will state it straight away: Probably the most thing that is interesting Kosice
may be the Old Center. Elizabeth, integrated the century that is 15ththe style that is gothic. And then to its a
little church of st. Michael, which until had been the chapel of St. As a whole, the city is cozy and friendly.
Istanbul Needless to say, it really is nevertheless a bit early for a coastline vacation, however it is never a bad
time for you to head to Istanbul. This picturesque town is the synergy of Asia and European countries. Might
can be a perfect time for sightseeing trips in Istanbul, with regards to has already been hot sufficient and you
will effortlessly explore the places. If in Kosice we advise to not ever stick to the guide, A route and follow it
as in the case of Istanbul on the contrary â€” schedule most useful as you are able to. In Istanbul, every
building possesses historic reality to it â€” during its presence the town was able to function as the residence
for 82 Byzantine, 10 Roman emperors, also 30 sultans that are ottoman. Make sure to go to the Cathedral of
Hagia Sophia, that is considered the miracle that is 8th of globe, the underground reservoir Cisternu Basilica,
the Suleymaniye Mosque and also the Egyptian Bazaar. Vilnius Vilnius is rightly considered probably the
most cities that are beautiful the Baltic and Eastern European Countries. The town is vibrant, not too active.
Medieval castles, spacious squares and slim roads, as well as â€” lots and plenty of greenery. This might be a
place that is ideal flake out when you look at the springtime. In the territory of Vilnius the river Nyari moves,
which divides the town to the right and left sides. The attractions that are main not surprisingly, are focused
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within the old area of the town remaining part. Walking through the Lithuanian money will need you centuries
that are several with time, because only at every step are stunning monuments that are historical The Palace
associated with the Grand Dukes of Lithuania, the cathedral-basilica of Saints Stanislaus and Vladislav, the
artillery bastion, the church of St. Your attention will undoubtedly be grasped by the sight through the Castle
Hill. For a week-end stroll, Vilnius is ideal. Milan Would you like to get someplace else, to ensure that maybe
not sights that are only also shopping can be obtained? Then head to Milan. To view it, you ought to buy an
admission ahead of time. You need to link a visual admiration with innovative architecture alongside the
purchase of stylish clothes, these two things you can expect to have the ability to effectively do when you look
at the Gallery of Vittorio Emanuele II. Of course you flaunt your brand-new wardrobe, then chances are you
should truly go directly to the famous opera home â€” Los Angeles Scala. Needless to say, in this city you
have to absolutely consume frozen dessert, pizza and decide to try Italian aperitifs. Larnaca Tourist channels
and tourist attractions usually do not appear to attract you? Then organize a pleasant getaway because of the
ocean. Start the coastline period at one of many resorts of Cyprus â€” Larnaca. Also you can now currently get
a luxurious tan and swim within the refreshing waters of this Mediterranean. Additionally, if you are planning
on a holiday with young ones, then swimming will be also cooler. Plus in everything else â€” Cyprus is a
wonderful location to flake out whenever you want of the season. Piran The city of Piran is situated in the part
that is southern of. From right here, it is just 7 kilometer to your edge with Croatia, and 23 kilometer to Italy.
Piran is just a must-see town for many who love Venetian architecture, to be astonished by Very narrow
streets, to visit the fish restaurants that are best. One of the most significant destinations of this town may be
the Giuseppe Tartini square, called following the Italian composer who was created in Piran. But still you can
find lots of churches and cathedrals, normally the one of those could be the Cathedral of St. George, launched
into the 14th century. You can easily remain right right right here for two times to have the environment
associated with the town â€” practically all the hotels in Piran come in the guts. Here is yet another thing to
learn: It really is, let me make it clear, perhaps one of the most intimate places in European countries, no doubt
about this. Lauda-Knigshofen The wine city of Germany is additionally one of many intimate urban centers in
Germany. Using its majestic churches associated with heyday of Franconian baroque, with ancient bridges and
sturdy houses that are half-timbered sculptures of history six hundreds of years is actually very intimate towns
in Germany. Kauai, Hawaii We shall shut record with probably one of the most intimate towns and cities in
the united states. If you wish to search for an utopia with several hills, sunny sand and unforgettable hikes,
then book a visit to Kauai. This pearl one of the most intimate us urban centers is an eco-friendly wonderland
where you could travel because of the waterfall associated with the Jurassic Park by helicopter, drive a kayak
across the river or go directly to the coast that is wild of Pali. Keep in mind that nobody will simply condemn
you for relaxing by having a cocktail regarding the coastline.
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2: ROMANTIC URBAN CENTERS YOU WILL NEED TO SEE IN | Gazeti la Jamhuri
It was August and Allied troops had just liberated Western Europe from Nazi Germany's grip. Marion Kozich was 23
years old and living in Chicago, married to her childhood sweetheart, Tony.

In , Nazi Germany annexed Austria. Three weeks later, an exhibition soccer match was scheduled between the
German and Austrian national teams. It was an exhibition between the national teams from Germany and
Austria. The idea was that the two sides would play a friendly game before coming together to form a single
team for the World Cup. Sindelar was one of the Austrian strikers who took the field that day. Matthias
Sindelar Wikimedia Commons In other words, it was supposed to end in a tie. But in the second half, with the
score 0â€”0, Sindelar scored. A teammate followed with another goal to make it 2â€”0. Some accounts even
specify that Sindelar had a grin on his face as he danced before the box of Nazi officials. A few months later,
Sindelar declared he would not play for the unified German team. Instead, he was retiring from soccer. Less
than a year later, he was found dead. The stories will tell you that perhaps the Gestapo killed him. Or that
maybe he killed himself, unable to go on living in a Vienna ruled by the Nazis. He was so inextricably
entwined with it that he had to die when it did. All the evidence points to suicide prompted by loyalty to his
homeland. For to live and play football in the downtrodden, broken, tormented city meant deceiving Vienna
with a repulsive spectre of itself. And live, when a life without football is nothing? So who was he really? But
in the s, fascism spread. Still, Kevin Simpson says there were places throughout Vienna that were largely free
of fascism. The artists would as well. They immigrated to Vienna from Moravia. Sindelar grew up poor. His
father labored in the brick works. Austrian women wave swastikas to celebrate the union of Austria and
Germany. So when it happens, the zeal with which they embrace Hitler and his associates even shocks those in
Berlin," Simpson says. Germany Matthias Sindelar netted the go-ahead goal. But as for that celebratory jig?
Simpson says it happened. There is enough corroborating evidence from contemporaries and those who were
maybe next generation," he says. Neither Simpson nor Spitaler find it likely that Sindelar killed himself or was
murdered. They believe the official report that he died from a gas leak. But how did we get this tale that
Sindelar was a Nazi resister who died for his beliefs? That he was a symbol of old Austria kinda being killed
by the new Nazi rulers," Spitaler says. And he was a perfect symbol for that," Spitaler says. And this makes it
a good story. And there on the screen was a well-known actor reading a poem. This segment aired on October
27,
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3: Unboxed by Non Pratt
There are so many reasons to go to Campo. Technical Sgt. John Brady was shot down over Germany in never to return
to his wife and newborn baby until now. It's so wonderful. It's.

She has written extensively on Nazi Germany. Are you familiar with the work of David Irving? Yes, I am very
familiar with Mr. In , I took the opportunity to meet with and listen to Mr. I not only took notes but I was
invited to assist with book sales at Mr. I felt honored, to say the least. I envied himâ€”his knowledge and
expertise. My handwritten notes, which I still possess from the above-mentioned lecture, include such
interesting tidbits as: Irving wrote his first book at the age of 21 He learned German while residing in
Germany By way of personal interviews of German civilians and British pilots, Mr. Irving correctly identified
as a fraud. Irving, letters are better than diaries. I believe he meant in regards to internal validity as well as
reliability. It is not an authentic document, which forensic tests have proven, yet many historians have used
and continue to use it as a source. I have much more in my notes. I was still just a fledgling as far as my
research skills and my knowledge of the Third Reich and Hitler were concerned, so naturally I trusted Mr. For
example, I disagree with Mr. Goebbels was responsible for the Crystal Night tumult. There is no evidence to
support that claim, aside from eyewitness hearsay. I also disagree with Mr. Richard Carrier and Dr. Mikael
Nilsson, I have contributed my own further proof that Table Talk is worthless as it stands, and that the Second
Book Zweites Buch is highly questionable, if not completely fraudulent. His work should be read and valued
by any and all students of World War II. I recommend them all. In all honesty, this is the most difficult
question to answer. What I can say is that I have always been a Tomboy who was more or less interested in
pretend war, playing at GI Joe, watching episodes of He-Man and She-Ra on a daily basis, and that I have
always scored above-average intelligence in critical thinking and verbal on IQ tests. I have always excelled at
writing, ever since grade school, and I wrote quite a few essays and reports on fictional wars and wars in
history throughout all my years in school. I have also always had an interest in politics and political characters,
even as a child. I cared immensely about my grades and school performance generally, so it is this background
combined with my naturally inquisitive personality that influenced me in the direction of Third Reich research
later in life. How could such a crazy, unnatural person rise to such heights and carve out such a massive
empire, only to throw it all away with a series of childlike military blunders, which he ultimately blamed on
the Jews. After I read that, I decided for quite awhile not to read anymore about this disgusting man. I was
quite turned off by it all. Then, from to , something changed. While I cannot put my finger on it exactly, I
experienced some really crazy and even depressing events and situations during college. The job market was a
mess, wages were always a pittance no matter where I worked, and not a single job I was doing was truly
rewarding. I was not depressed at the time, rather just very cynical about what college had promised versus the
reality of life and my situation. The first book just made me feel more negatively towards Hitler because he
was such an inept military leader, but the second book caused me to actually question what has been written
and said about Hitler for the first time ever. Could it be that Hitler did not in fact engage in super deviant,
sexual perversions with his niece Geli Raubal? Was it possible that Hitler was more normal than I had always
been led to believe? Black member of the free Arabia legion German army While I cannot recall events
exactly as they unfolded, I definitely remember talking with a sibling of mine about Hitler. And why did he
blame the Jews for everything? That was sure stupid. Why did Hitler persecute the Jews? I had many, many
questions, as I recall. I literally became a sponge to the information I was encountering in person as well as
online. How could these researchers deny the Holocaust? What evidence or lack thereof could there be to
disprove such a mammoth and well-documented event? I must have spent hours a day pouring over all this
new information. I would describe it as what it must be like to discover an alternate reality. This whole
experience lifted me out of my stupor, as it were, and gave me renewed impetus in life. It was, dare I admit, an
epiphany moment. While my thesis was incorrect [4] , which I readily acknowledge today, the process of
getting there was nothing short of wonderful and wondrous. It changed the course of my life. I could not have
picked a better history program and I have nothing but praise for that curriculum and my instructors. I thank
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them and the university despite having suffered the vicious hand of intellectual discrimination thanks to my
former thesis adviser Dr. As evidenced by his actions against me post-graduation, he does not support free
speech, free thought or free association, the most important pillars of our modern American democracy. Mike
Wadyko His loss. And here I sit today, a professional automotive technician by trade with over 30 books
published, with many more to come, and a year of doctoral psychology courses under my belt. I could not be
more satisfied. Can you tell us some of the scholarly studies you have read which led you to some of your
conclusions? I would have to submit a list of literally hundreds of books to name them all, but I can certainly
give you a short list. The best studies I can recommend at this time include: While imperfect, his research is
nevertheless groundbreaking and well sourced. In this essay, Mr. Connelly debunks many myths surrounding
Nazi racism in practice. Campt offers exclusive insight into the minds and experiences of Afro-Germans, one
in particular: The Russian Roots of Nazism: He did not tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth
in Mein Kampf. His memory was influenced by those he encountered after his dark days as a Viennese
vagabond. This book is really at the basis of my own Black Nazis thesis now in its third edition , the fourth
edition is in the works. This book is magical. It is incredibly entertaining, informative and superbly written.
The Hitler of History by John Lukacs, a Jewish historian, which is yet another foundational book that changed
my life. I owe him so much. Nazi Conceptions of Christianity, , an unsurpassed study which undercuts all
theses asserting that the Nazis were anti-Christian. And last but certainly not least, Antonio J. This book, more
than any other single book, literally changed my life and my worldview. I own every single one of Mr. They
are priceless to me.
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4: Love Poems - Erotic Poems - My Heaven by Kamma Roberts
I just feel and identify with Germany and want my Dream of a strong Family in Germany. In that way I will do more for
my Family than in any other way and return to my Fatherland to give back something of what Germany has given me.

He is a graduate of the U. Military Academy at West Point. Army, where he first developed his leadership
skills. An edited transcript of the conversation follows. Before we talk about leadership, could we speak about
your early years, your role models growing up, and what you learned from them? I would characterize my
father as my role model. He was in the cement industry, on the operations side. He was an operational
executive who started early in his career in college working in cement plants. As he was promoted, he was
transferred to locations with increased responsibilities, cement plants around the country. Growing up,
watching him, growing up myself in the cement industry, and watching his work ethic, his commitment to
performance, to the safety of his employees, to his responsibilities, for which he was receiving pay from his
employer, and to the way he treated subordinates, peers, and superiors respectfully â€” it had a lasting
impression on me. Later in life you start reflecting on the leader that you want to be, and you start a little bit of
self-reflection and analysis in trying to figure out why you make the decisions you do, or why you look at life
or your work in a certain way. You then reflect and realize where you got it from. Do any memories stand out
in your mind of things you saw him do as a father and as a leader that still have a lasting impression on you?
Mostly the way he insisted on taking care of his employees, both as his responsibilities as a manager in
keeping them safe at work, and when certain people who worked for him fell on hard times, his generosity in
personally helping them through a difficult financial or emotional period of their life. You went to school
through the U. After that you spent 13 years in the U. I was wondering what were some of the key lessons that
you learned about leadership during your military career. Are there any examples that stand out from that
phase of your life? You learn discipline first of all, and then you learn the ability to make decisions without
perfect information. So you synthesize as much information as is possible to obtain, and then you are forced to
make a decision. You have subordinates that you can take advice from, you have leaders that you can take
advice from. But in the end in a very short amount of time you have to make life-changing, or life potential
altering decisions both at the tactical and strategic level. And there were many times in many exercises that
those types of critical thought processes had to be undertaken, and the more you do that the more comfortable
you are in decision making. I think the military education , for young officers and mid-grade and senior
officers, is you come out of the experience with that skillset deeply ingrained in how you approach decision
making in your civilian career or your professional career where I am now. I think that is the biggest takeaway
from my military career â€” a critical ability to analyze and make decisions. Is there any decision that you
made under difficult circumstances, or as you said with imperfect or incomplete information that stands out in
your mind? Well, my military experience now is pretty far in the rearview mirror. On the day after, when I
was a young executive in a heavy materials company north of New York City, I decided very quickly to offer
assistance at Ground Zero, and bring a significant amount of heavy equipment and human resources on the
very next morning, less than 24 hours later. We sought approval from governmental authorities to deploy that
equipment at Ground Zero and assist in the search and rescue and initial response. We did that without any
authority from my bosses. My chain of command was in Washington, D. I was in downstate New York, and I
just assembled that equipment and personnel, got permission from the mayor to come down to Ground Zero,
and then brought all of that equipment. I had a mission to do, and accomplished that mission with imperfect
information, and frankly not proper approval authority. I was able to do that through that military experience.
And eventually when your supervisors found out, what was their response? I was at a significant level, he was
at a significant level, and they supported my decision. Well, not just in the end, they showed tremendous
support of my efforts. I would have rather failed at it than having never tried it and never known if I could do
it. And how would you say that experience shaped you as a leader? I think that leadership was already there. I
think I was already at that stage at that point. What led you to join U. Tell us about the situation in the
company and industry at the time when you decided to join. Just prior to joining U. Concrete I was a very
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senior executive with a multinational heavy-building products company called CRH headquartered in Dublin,
Ireland. That had declined somewhat with the level of construction and I faced the reality that the
multinational material companies that are domiciled in countries outside the U. And I was offered the
opportunity to come to U. Concrete as the CEO. It had emerged from bankruptcy in , a year before I was
offered the position. A new board was seated, and the new board went to search for a CEO who could extract
the maximum amount of value for the existing shareholders who were now the debt holders. I thought that the
assets were good and the underlying economy had bottomed out. I had been in the industry over 20 years and I
had confidence in my abilities that I could resurrect this company with the proper strategy, the proper
leadership and with an economy that could be turning around. So I took a significant pay cut, and a lot of
equity at risk. I did not want to end my career saying I had the opportunity to be a public company CEO and I
turned it down because I was afraid. So you need to spend all of your time and all of your waking hours out
there. But it has to be done. So the challenge was based on some fundamental facts that I thought would play
in my favor. The combination of those made me [bring] change to this company, and then start resurrecting it
from a very distressed situation in How did you go about analyzing the situation and developing your
turnaround strategy for U. A very short answer is that I spent most of my first 90 days out in operations and in
the field listening â€” mostly to my employees, but also to customers And hearing, and watching, and
listening, and then evaluating after much listening what the steps were that needed to be taken. At the same
time, I was making minor improvements in shifting decision making from the corporate level into a more
decentralized model. Our business is a localized model. Ready-mix concrete does not travel far; it only travels
a couple of miles, 50 miles in West Texas, 10 miles in Manhattan. So it is a local business model, and you
have to understand the local dynamics at play, the local competitive environment, the local raw materials
situation, the local permitting issues, local traffic. So I spent most of my first three months listening and
formulating a plan as I went. You have to get out there and see it, feel it, and touch it before you can come in
with a plan that might have worked for you in a different environment, but might not work there. So you might
be solving the wrong problems with the wrong tools unless you really are a good listener. And as you listened
to your employees, what could you tell about their morale? How did you go about rebuilding morale after the
bankruptcy and getting their buy in to the turnaround strategy? Well the morale was low as you have inferred.
The company was so centralized that they had to go for approval at the corporate level for minor operational
decisions. Part of it was driven because of a cash crunch. And once you have given away the responsibility of
the decision making to headquarters, you have a team that is not invested in the ultimate outcome anymore
because they were never part of the decision to begin with. So the very first thing was to reengage them that
they needed to be part of the solution of turning the company around. People at their core want to be part of
something successful. But the essence is you want to get up every day and be energized about going to
something you believe in. So you have to make them believe in it. The very first way to make them feel part of
it is to make them feel that their experience gained over maybe 20, 30, 40 years, that their career was worth
something, that their opinions were worth something after working at it for so long. And you do that at the
lowest levels, you do that with an equipment operator, you do it with a plant operator, you do it with a plant
foreman, you do it with a plant manager, and over time they buy into that. That philosophy has worked for me
in my last company, that people want to be engaged and want to be part of something that they can feel proud
of. And I needed to make them feel proud of it again. And then they had to have confidence in me. And they
look at my background and they start gaining confidence in me. What did you do to win their trust? I almost
invariably trusted them without them having to earn it at first. I trusted them and I trusted in their experience.
But they knew that that their plant was running inefficiently and their costs were twice as high as they needed
to be. And I said you will know when you reach a certain level, you will feel it in your gut that you need to ask
me for permission. Until you feel that level, I trust you. So not only did I earn their trust, I proved that I trusted
them by giving them that authority right off the bat. I needed to do it the other way, so I gave them my trust
immediately which they reciprocated. And then they could see, I started laying out in a little bit more detail
what our plans were â€” what we were going to do differently, what the strategy was going to be. We were
going to exit some businesses, redeploy that capital and reinvest in the business for the first time. I gave them
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the ability to earn bonuses again, I reinstated the K matching contribution. There were tangible things I gave
them in small doses to see that we were making progress, and that I was willing to share the value of that
progress with them. So when you took over I think the stock price for U. We work off a backlog. So our
contracts were kind of fixed, and our costs were fixed in the short term. So I needed a good cadre of
like-minded individuals who shared my vision for leadership and a performance culture, and a work
environment that was supportive of each other.
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5: Marilyn Monroe performing for the thousands of American troops in Korea,
We boarded a train early from Heidelberg, Germany to Stuttgart, Germany. There's a large airport there (both Frankfurt
and Stuttgart) so it made sense. We flew EasyJet from Stuttgart to Rome in an hour and some change time.

Germany Young refugees relive experiences through poetry in Germany They have come from war-torn
countries across the globe without parents, often risking their lives for a better one. But they face an uphill
battle forging new lives in Germany, even with help from voluntary guardians. Rojin is taking part in a youth
culture festival for unaccompanied minor refugees and their guardians being held by the Protestant social
welfare group, Diakonie Wuppertal, in the western state of North Rhine-Westphalia. At the festival, the young
asylum-seekers are reading texts about their experiences of fleeing their homeland. They are part of the
Berlin-based group The Poetry Project. Initiated in by Susanne Koelbl, a foreign correspondent from weekly
news magazine Der Spiegel, the project aims to help the young refugees overcome feelings of alienation in
their new country and express themselves through poetry. Stateless Syrian baby calls Belgium home Mushtaag
is emphatic with her desire to continue learning; she wants to improve and strives to get better at German and
at school. Fleeing war and poverty In late , with the war in Syria approaching its fourth year and Islamic State
making gains in the north of the country, the exodus of Syrians intensified. At the same time, others were
fleeing violence and poverty in countries such as Iraq, Afghanistan, Eritrea, Somalia, Niger and Kosovo.
Seeking refuge over the border Vast numbers of Syrian refugees had been gathering in border-town camps in
neighboring Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan since By , with the camps full to bursting and residents often unable
to find work or educate their children, more and more people decided to seek asylum further afield. A long
journey on foot In an estimated 1. The Schengen Agreement, which allows passport-free travel within much of
the EU, was called into question as refugees headed towards the wealthier European nations. Desperate sea
crossings Tens of thousands of refugees were also attempting the perilous journey across the Mediterranean on
overcrowded boats. In April , people of various nationalities drowned when a boat traveling from Libya
capsized off the Italian coast. This was to be just one of many similar tragedies - by the end of the year, nearly
4, refugees were reported to have died attempting the crossing. Fences were erected in Hungary, Slovenia,
Macedonia and Austria. Asylum laws were tightened and several Schengen area countries introduced
temporary border controls. By September , Germany had also introduced temporary checks on its border with
Austria. Striking a deal with Turkey In early , the EU and Turkey signed an agreement under which refugees
arriving in Greece could be sent back to Turkey. No end in sight With anti-immigration sentiment in Europe
growing, governments are still struggling to reach a consensus on how to handle the continuing refugee crisis.
Attempts to introduce quotas for the distribution of refugees among EU member states have largely failed.
Conflicts in the Middle East and elsewhere show no signs coming to an end, and the death toll from refugee
sea crossings is on the rise. He describes the deadly horror he saw on the passage from Turkey to Greece.
They waited for two hours in the cold water to be rescued. All the little ones were dead. He assured her that he
had arrived safe and sound: With their poems, the young refugees want to show "that we are not bad people,"
he says. Fortune lives here, but so does hardship. Robina believes that Afghans are "underestimated" and that
every country is capable of producing philanthropists, geniuses and criminals. In her poem, the daily reports of
bomb attacks in her homeland weigh in heavily. While state custodians are responsible for many youths, a
voluntary guardianship means one-on-one care. In Wuppertal, the "Do it" project connects volunteers with
young people and teaches prospective guardians what they have to consider in their interactions with
traumatized people. They take part in workshops on intercultural competence, learn about the duties of a
guardian and how to work with the state department for youth welfare. One happy example of their successful
pairing is Halimatou D. Halimatou fled from an arranged marriage. Like most unaccompanied minors, the
Guinean teenager lives in a shared accommodation that is intended to get them on their way to independence.
They share happy moments filled with laughter. The year-old, who lost her father and fled to Europe across
the Mediterranean, feels secure.
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6: What Leaders Gain by Listening Closely to Employees - Knowledge@Wharton
People used to ask me who was going to care about a comic book about Germany. Now, though, it's more and more
relevant and I think that probably says something about the cycle of history. My.

Zoe Saldana and Nichelle Nichols Caption: Uhura - Old and New Caption: Nichelle Nichols Nichelle Nichols
is, as always, lovely and chatty and full of positive energy. And, given the opportunity to answer questions
from you, the readers of StarTrek. Here then, is part one of our two-part interview with Nichols. Look for the
second half tomorrow. What did you think of the new film and the recasting of Uhura? First, I loved the film. I
loved the fact that J. We had a wonderful time. He picked my brain here and there, and we talked about he
would have loved for me to be in the film and what would have taken place. So there was a concern there and
he had to get finished. Everything that was already written could be done. But they could stop anything new.
Ultimately, the strike threat prevented even the possibility of you being in the film. But that story about your
lunch with Abrams has more to it. Actually, they were driving me to my car. I walked in and there was the
command level set and my heart stopped. Of course you know. Everything calmed down and the next thing
you know they were bringing out J. They brought out three, one for him, one for his assistant and one for the
script gal. They seated me in the one that said J. Take care of Nichelle. What did you make of the
Uhura-Spock relationship in the movie? The only way I could explain it was that she was a recruit and this
was her first trip out. It was the five-mission where no man or woman had gone before. NASA recruits train
for a year, sometimes two, before they go out on their first mission. Kirk was hitting on her a couple of times
and he was hitting on everybody else because he was cute â€” and knew it. She shined him off, but Spock
fascinated her, her serious side. Now, this is me making my story on what happened, but he saw in her his
human side and she touched a side of him that they were supposedly discreet about. There was always a
connection between Uhura and Spock. When she saw the captain lost in space out there in her mirror, it was
Spock who consoled her when she went screaming out of her room. Saldana is playing Uhura now and into the
future. Do you see her building to your interpretation? OK, let me tell you another little story about Zoe and
her approach to it. Zoe played it just like I was saying, a young recruit. As we sat there for two hours, she
picked my brain. She asked me about my background, my parents, and I told her about that. And Zoe got very
serious. I kept a good relationship with J. I go to a premiere in Catalina Island, which was shortly after the
premiere here in L. The time I spoke to her was the time they were then going on the ship. She was destined to
go on. Follow us for more news at StarTrek.
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Germany Young refugees relive experiences through poetry in Germany. They have come from war-torn countries
across the globe without parents, often risking their lives for a better one.

We were VERY disappointed on the cruise with no one to hang with and it was loaded with families and many
teens. I wish we knew you were also cruising there. My favorite singles cruise memory was from last July on
the Mediterranean voyage. I met fabulous people and it was so wonderful. Seeing the sites with these new
friends was beyond words. Some of us are heading out again this July for another European adventure. Susan
Call me Crazy! There was a fire in the engine room and we were stranded at sea for days with no power and
surviving off salads and spam. We had nothing, but each other with the Singles Group. We became close
friends, whom I keep in touch with. The disaster brought us close to each other. We had a special bond. David
I have taken three singles cruises and have enjoyed all of them. It was so much fun celebrating on the deck
with all the singles! The ports are great and the people made it a ton of fun. Ohh yeah, and meeting all the fun
loving singles that cruise with sc. On the very first snorkeling excursion, I met the man who would become
my future husband! He was a country boy from North Carolina. One year from the date of our snorkeling
excursion, Rendy proposed and we got married last summer on the Arctic Tundra, dressed in traditional attire.
We are thrilled to be married and are loving married life! Amanda Taking a singles cruise was the best thing
that I have done, and I would highly recommend it to anyone. Neither my husband nor I expected to meet our
soul mate on the cruise; we both just wanted to have a good time and meet new friends. Brian and I met at
dinner on the first night of our June 13 singles cruise in Over the next week we ended up spending time
together. We ended up seeing each other every 3 months, either I would fly to the US or Brian would come to
Australia. Almost 9 months to the day after we met in March , Brian proposed while he was in Australia. We
were married in the US on July 5, and now plan to move to Australia! Johanna I recently took the Spring Bash
Cruise and was very impressed. As this was my first time doing a vacation with a group I was quite concerned
about whether it would be well organized etc. From the moment I booked, I felt that this was very well
organized and I felt part of the group. The message boards are great and it gave me the opportunity to share
my pre-cruise room in Miami with two other ladies, whom I had never met. This worked out great for the
three of us-two of which were 1st timers. I have spoken of SC so much since my return and hope to travel with
you all again soon. This was a vacation I will remember forever. This is was the best trip and first real
vacation I ever had! I got tired of waiting for friends and family to be ready to travel. The travel agents were
fantastic, plus using the message boards before the cruise helped to feel even more comfortable and excited
about the trip. I met so many wonderful people I became friends with from day one. It is like a family picnic
going on these cruises as everyone watches out for each other and everyone is there to have a great time. I
have made some great lasting friendships from all over the globe and some even in my own neighborhood.
Thank you Singles Cruise for getting us all together. It was great because there was a wonderful variety of
personalities in the group which allowed me to find people that I had a lot in common with. I made a lot of
good friends as well as found my lifetime Cruise Mate". Mauri "I went on my first cruise with SinglesCruise. I
had a great time! Want to know why? We met about halfway through the cruise in Grand Cayman swimming
with the Stingrays. We were standing in line trying to reboard the tender from our excursion and started
talking. The following days we tried to spend as much time together as possible doing activities with the
singles group, dancing, partying, swimming, and relaxing. I never thought that I would meet the woman of my
dreams at sea. Together we shared a wonderful cruise with great friends and, in my case, family, since my
father was aboard as well. Ever since then, we have spoken on the phone every day and have seen each other
every eight to 10 weeks even though I live in Texas and he lives in England. He proposed during my family
vacation in Key West and we got married the fall of I went on my first singles cruise in April not looking for
that special someone, but for fun and sun. I had such a great time and met so many new friends, some of
whom I stay in touch with to this day. I quit my job, sold my house and sold my car, but it was worth it to gain
my husband Nick. We started talking on the last day of the Memorial Day singles cruise in and dated long
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distance for three years until we recently got married. We met onboard and discovered so many common
interests on our first dinner together that we spent the remainder of the cruise together. With him in New York,
and me in Memphis, we both assumed our wonderful week together would be it. We began to talk daily and
after a month, I surprised him with a visit to New York. That was the first of many visits and I proposed one
year to the day of our meeting. We are now both living in Nashville and have set our wedding date for next
Fall â€” four years to the day of our first dinner together onboard the singles cruise. Take a chance and meet
the love of your life! I can not say enough about the greatest seven days of ultimate relaxation. The friends that
I have met from all over the world and the networking is something that I would have never imagined. It has
been five weeks since the cruise and I am still talking to my friends and family about how wonderful it was. I
am working on planning the next one and can not wait for another fun packed vacation for a very reasonable
price. I have a few single girlfriends that are looking at going with me on the next one. Kudos to you and your
group for one of the best times of my life! I have met some of the most interesting people from all over the
world. Some that I hope will be lifelong friends. From the cocktail parties to snorkeling and the beaches were
breathtaking! I am advising all single men and women to try it just once and your experience will be a
wonderful memory. I am already planning my next cruise. Thank You Shelby for being a wonderful and fun
Cruise Director!!! I found singles cruises, and now am about to go on my fourth one! It is an awesome way to
meet new people and make new friends while still having the option to do as much or as little as you want in
terms of the different activities. I am very shy on first meeting new people but I found everyone to be
extremely friendly because most people are in the same boat pardon the pun!! I have made so many friends in
America and Canada whom I would never have otherwise met if not for singles cruises. The hosts are
awesome and extremely helpful, friendly and professional. I promise you will not regret it! From the moment
that I arrived at the pre-cruise hotel, I began one of the best adult vacations I have ever had. The diversity of
the group was amazing. I did not know a sole when I arrived, and left with some wonderful friends. I was very
unsure, taking my first cruise, wondering if I had made the right choice. Leaving the ship, I was thrilled that I
had made the choice, and only sorry that I had not done it years earlier. He was living in Virginia and I in
California. He moved to California three months after we met. It was love at first sight for both of us! We had
a big, gorgeous wedding and reception out here in Newport Beach on a yacht. We thought the yacht would be
appropriate as we met on the cruise! After a lot of soul searching about going with a group, sharing a room,
etc, I tried it. That was four cruises ago and a fifth coming up soon. No matter your age, join in, and go on a
single cruise with SinglesCruise.
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History; On David Irving, Nazi Germany, and World War II. The Nazis cared about domestic and world public opinion.
They also cared enough about a military victory against the USSR and about German imperium to sacrifice their initial
racist ideals.

Start typing and select a country from the list Customer Testimonials Customer Testimonials If you use Trip
Advisor you are probably a fellow traveler. If you travel to places outside of the USA and want to use your
phone, life can get very complicated. To make it much easier contact a fantastic company I have had the
fortune of working with on several trips abroad. They sell SIM cards, which replace your phones providers
card with a card for the country or countries your going to visit. You will pay much better rates for in country
calls and better overseas rates that just trying to use your phone. Although the major US carriers say they have
plans for out of country calling I have just never been able to figure them out. Cellular Abroad requires no
contract for the card. I have been a pest on the phone and with e-mail to them to get the right setup for me and
I found them real easy to work with. For an upcoming trip I purchased the Italian card with 1g data package
and kept my US number. I wholeheartedly endorse them give them a 5 out of 5 star rating. The quality and
economic benefit of the service cannot be overstated. I highly recommend the use and purchase of
cellarabroad services for doctors, providers and others who may need to speak and communicate with anyone ,
anywhere in the United States while traveling abroad. A true 5 star company. Don Weissman, MD Just wanted
to comment on the great service you provide. I ordered your sim and voucher card for the Bahamas and
received them the very next day. Everything worked as promised and without a hitch. Unfortunately for my
traveling companions, they had Cingular World roaming and could only receive calls. They ended up
borrowing my phone! Once again, thanks for the great product. DM My daughter decided to travel with a
friend to Europe after their high school graduation. We thought it would be a good idea for them to have cell
phones to contact each other in the event they became separated, and to make local calls. We did research
whether to rent or purchase phones. We decided to rent phones from Cellular Abroad, using your convenient
and well-priced companion plan. The phones arrived right on time for their trip. When they arrived in Europe,
they had no problems whatsoever with the phones or making and receiving calls, even from us at home in the
U. In reply, customer service advised me that they had placed the order for me and the additional minutes were
immediately available. I will use Cellular Abroad for all of our future trips and recommend you to all of our
friends. The experience was terrific! First of all, it was so EASY and convenient to use the phone and to buy
the recharge cards for the phone. Before leaving for France, I was a little worried about being able to find and
use re-charge cards. Again, in reality, it was easy. I bought recharge cards whenever I needed them from a
Tobac store that was conveniently located one block from my hotel. I loved having a phone with a local
French phone number, which made it so easy for me to be in regular communication with friends in France. It
was just like being at home with my US cell phone! Thanks for providing a great service! Silber I am a first
time customer and I wanted to let you know that on this date I called your sales department to purchase a cell
phone with SIM Card for the Ukraine. I spoke with a young man named Evan and he was extremely
knowledgeable and genuinely concerned for assisting me in getting the right phone for my needs. I fully
researched your competitors and of the 15 total possibilities your prices for total packages were the best hands
down!! Many wanted to rent the phone or stick you with a 2 year contract for which I would have no need.
Thank you for the service and I look forward to future business with your company. JH Thank you for your
excellent service. I will refer you to two other people who will be traveling to Europe. Jack M I just wanted to
say thank you so much. This is such a comfort to us. Again, thank you for your patience and your help.
Deborah L Thank you for the discount. My compliments are well deserved by you. I have never received this
level of service and professionalism from an online source in the 8 years that I have been using the Internet to
place orders. Again thank you, I look forward to receiving the product. JC Thanks for such a prompt and
informative email. We will be doing more business in the future and I will be sure to recommend your
company to my friends. TJ I appreciate the help you have provided me on this. Please let your organization
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know that you were VERY responsive and made this complex concept for me at least go a lot more smoothly.
It is rare in the web market that I have seen such responsiveness. MP Once again you guys came through for
me! All I did was activate my phone and made a call immediately. It was amazing and the calls were as clear
as if I were at home. One of the most amazing discoveries was that I could go to the Tobacco shops in Italy
give them my cell number and they could load extra time on my card automatically. Go into the shop, buy
minutes in Euros and in just a few minutes they were loaded to my phone. Having one of your phones made
our trip to Italy even better. We had friends that we traveled with and could keep in touch with them while on
the autostrada and other cities. JT You and your company are by far the most efficient and pleasant people and
organization I have dealt with. I will be in touch with you regarding a rental in November and will repeat the 5
phone rental in February. The international cell phone worked out great, and the service you guys gave me
was top shelf. I will definitely be contacting you in the future for this service again. I must say I have been
delighted with your excellent service both in the US and in China. Your good advice and quality products
have helped us stay in touch with family and friends and make local contacts easy and affordable. Keep up the
good work and count on us as future customers on our next trip to China. MM The phone worked wonderfully
and we were very happy with it. Will gladly recommend your company to others and we will use your services
again as the need arises. CK Just returned from Scandinavia. Used the phone and it worked great. I have
another person on my staff now traveling with one. I appreciate being able to use it first hand and will
recommend your company. First hand experience is always the best. JS Having a cell phone with me during
my recent trip to France and Italy gave me such a level of comfort that is almost indescribable. I was able to
communicate with my family on a daily basis during a rather stressful time for my husband. I used my SIM
card minutes to notify my husband that I was available to talk with him. He would return my call, using a
phone card that offered overseas phone service at a very low minute rate. If ever I go abroad in the future, or I
have friends who are going abroad, I will recommend your service, no question about it!! KVJ I was the envy
of everyone on our cruise with my cell phone. It was very expensive to use the phone in our stateroom. If I
travel out of the country again, I will be sure to use your service. DC Our trip to Edinburgh, Scotland was
exceptional - much to the use of the cell phones that we had from CellularAbroad. Thank you for expediting
the shipment of them in order to have them meet us when we arrived. But I wanted to take a minute to give
your company a compliment prior to asking a question. As a long time CEO of both private and public
companies I have often been frustrated with the low level of customer service that many organizations seem to
accept in their dealings with customers. I must say that your group has thought of everything - you have
answered virtually everything that a customer might have issues with, and you have done so in a clear,
comprehensive, and easy-to-follow manner, even understanding the potential for language issues. Thank you
for taking the time to set out your instructions so clearly - I hope the TIM service is as good as your own! The
phone worked great and I will not hesitate to use your product the next time I travel abroad. MM I want to
compliment you on the professional way our account has been handled. I love my phone and will enjoy the
SIM card. You guys are fantastic--you made everything easy for this not-too-swift-computer-wise scholar.
Your service was excellent and I will definitely use Cellular Abroad for my next European holiday. MH The
cell phone worked great while in Paris and Germany. When I travel abroad again, Cellular Abroad will be my
first choice! CM We were very happy with our rental phone. The calls we made were very clear and we had
no problems getting through to the US. Also it helped my husband solve a medical problem - he was able to
contact a colleague in the US about a medical problem one of our fellow passengers had in the middle of our
Yangzi river trip.
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It was so wonderful, you realised. It didn't happen to others." The couple then moved to Canada, had their three
daughters, and remained until moving to Britain in

There is nothing like spending your day around teenagers, feeling their energy and their enthusiasm, being
exposed to their perspectives in the world. Even then, I can still stay young by reading YA. I started writing
reviews on Goodreads when I was 18, when I could still I want to teach high school because I want to stay
young forever. I started writing reviews on Goodreads when I was 18, when I could still comfortably call
myself a young adult. Now, at 27, that stage of my life is, like my hairline, receding. I think these labels are
largely marketing, that YA novels can be high quality literature, and that adults should read YA and can find it
relevant. Still, in Unboxed Non Pratt deals with a subject that all adults will recognize. Unboxed is a surgical
strike of storytelling. This is a lean, mean, storytelling machine where every scene pays off, every
conversation reveals more about these characters. And it is all towards this theme of what friendship actually
means and whether it is OK for friends to drift apart as they change. I also think this is a book that will really
appeal to more reluctant readers, both in terms of subject matter and length, and in my opinion any book that
is a gateway drug to reading is a good thing. Why no split POV? Why Alix in particular? Pratt has since
answered this question on Twitter! Pratt clearly delineates a special connection from Millie to Alix to the rest
of the group: And throughout the evening, despite her anxiety about coming out to her friends, Alix is a
driving force in this activity. She is a posthumous character in the most literal sense; aside from that last letter,
everything we learn about her comes from how the others speak about her. As is often the case, they are
reluctant to speak ill of the dead. To Alix, Ben, Zara, and Deanâ€”at least on this night of nightsâ€”Millie is
mythologized, larger than life, this wise and sympathetic creature who knew them better than they knew
themselves. In some ways, this is true: Millie is quite literally the force that gets them together; she plays quite
a big role in the time capsule. She makes characters come alive, and she does it with such precision and
timing. In less than pages we meet four dynamic individuals with flaws and doubts and questionable choices
of boyfriends. We only get to join them for a night, but what a night. And it offers no false promises. There is
a tidiness to a lot of YA stories about friendship, particularly the kind that make it to the big screen, that
makes me uneasy. There is a promise, explicit or implicit, that everything works out in the end. You spend
your whole story worrying about going off to different colleges but, hey, it all works out for the best. Unboxed
ends on what I would term a positive and uplifting noteâ€”but Pratt offers no reassurance, no promise that this
Freaksome Four will remain reunited or intact. Life gives you stomach cancer and abusive parents and crap
boyfriends and divorced parents who move away and you just have to deal.
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